Isaiah 24

1. Behold, the LORD makes the earth empty, He makes it waste, and turns it upside down, and scatters abroad its inhabitants. POLES SHIFT

4. The earth mourns and fades away, the world languishes and fades away, the haughty people of the earth languish. THOSE WHO THINK THEY ARE THE ELITE, BUNKERED

6. Therefore has cursing devoured the earth, and they that dwell in it are at fault: therefore the inhabitants of the earth are burned, and few men left. THE SOLAR "PULSES" DUE

13. When this happens: in the midst of the land among the people, it shall be as the shaking of an olive tree, and like the gleaning grapes when the vintage is done. IN THE MIDST OF THIS HAPPENING A SUPER VOLCANO WILL SHAKE THE VERY TECTONICS & CORE OF THE EARTH

14. They shall lift up their voices, they shall sing for the majesty of the LORD, they shall cry aloud from the sea. THOSE WHO ESCAPED ON FLOATING ISLANDS WILL PRAY

15. Wherefore glorify you the LORD in the fires, even the name of the LORD God of Israel in the isles of the sea. THE FLOATING "LATONA" NOSTRADAMUS DESCRIBES

16. From the furthest part of the earth have we heard songs, (prayers) even glory to the righteous. But I said, My leanness, my leanness, woe to me! the treacherous dealers have dealt treacherously; yes, the treacherous dealers have dealt very treacherously.

THE GOVERNMENTS WHO CREATED TREATIES WITH THE OFF WORLDERS, KNOWING THE OFF WORLDERS WERE "TRADING IN MEN". THE MAIN OFF WORLDERS THEY 'DEAL' WITH ARE THE GRAYLES FROM Ursa Major – WHICH ARE, INDEED, "LEAN".

THIS INCLUDES 'BIG PHARMA' WHO KNOW THEY ARE KILLING HUMANKIND WITH THEIR MONEY MAKING CHEMICAL VENTURES

18. And it shall be, that he who flees from the noise of the fear shall fall into the pit; and he who comes up out of the midst of the pit shall be caught in the snare: for the transgression of a land is great. THEY SHALL SING FOR THE MAJESTY OF THE LORD

WHERE AQUARIUS, PISCES, DOLPHINUS, CETUS, CYGNUS AND ALL THE OTHER WATERY NAMED CREATURES ARE, INCLUDING THE HEADWATERS OF ERIDANUS

19. The earth is completely broken down, the earth is fully dissolved, the earth is exceedingly moved. TO HER NEW ORBIT WHERE OUR SUN IS "ECLIPSED BY MERCURY"

20. The earth shall reel to and fro like a drunkard, and shall be removed like a tent; and its transgression shall be heavy upon it; and it shall fall, and not rise again.

MOVED LIKE A TENT – THE SAME AS ALL MIGRATING NOMADIC HUMAN ANIMALS DO WHEN THEY HAVE USED UP THEIR RESOURCES. THE EARTH SHALL FALL ON HER SIDE AND NOT RISE: WITH "TAHITIANS ALL DAY" SAYS NOSTRADAMUS – THUS WITH ONLY ONE FACE TOWARDS A SUN. SIX LINES SAY THE FINAL MOVE FOR THIS NEW ERA IS 4,800 NAUTICAL MILES

22. And they shall be gathered together, as prisoners are gathered in the pit, and shall be shut up in the prison, and after many days they shall be visited. THIS IS THE FALSE RAPTURE, THE 'MANY DAYS' IT TAKES TO ARRIVE

23. Then the moon shall be confounded, and the sun ashamed, when the LORD of hosts shall reign in mount Zion, and in Jerusalem, and before his ancients gloriously. THE MOON WILL BE LEFT IN AN ORBIT OF HER OWN – IN OPPOSITION TO THE EARTH AND THE SUN ASHAMED – TURNING HIS FACE AWAY & "UNACCUSTOMED CETUS" BECOMING THE NEW POLESTARS

Verse 1- 4: Crown of Ephraim a fading flower: CROWN IS A KEY WORD FOR OCTOBER, EPHRAIM: SAMARIA/ISRAEL

6. And in this mountain shall the LORD of hosts make to all people a feast of fat things, a feast of wines on the lees, of fat things full of marrow, of wines on the lees well refined. IN THE PLANETOID WHICH BELONGS TO THE ROAMING SOLAR SYSTEM of NIBIRU PLANET - THOSE INSIDE IT WHO ARE HUNGRY WILL EAT OF THE HARVEST OF FAT PEOPLE

7. And he will destroy in this mountain the face of the covering cast over all people, and the veil that is spread over all nations. FROM THIS PLANETOID THE PRINCE OF DARK MEN WILL REVEAL WHAT HAS BEEN VEILED FROM EVERYONE FOR MILLENNIA... FROM SIRIUS HE WHO HAS REPRESENTED HIMSELF BY THE WORD 'POPE' IN ORDER TO CREATE THE MIND
CONTROL OF THOSE OF HIS HARVEST. THE FACE OF THE COVERING IS THE SOUL BEING WHICH EACH OF US POSSESS IN AND OF THE PINEAL GLAND…WHICH HAS BEEN ‘VEILED’ BY USE OF CHEMICALS SUCH AS FLUORIDE
ANOTHER 'FACE OF THE COVERING' WOULD BE THE PROTECTIVE VEIL EARTH HAS HAD, WHICH IS SITUATED SOMEWHERE NEAR TUNGUSKA – THE ‘PANOPLY’ in 8 6 1

8 6 1 Charta fulgurate a ‘Lyôn apparente
FUEL CARTEL CLEAR REFUTAL
AFTER CENTRAL [Mexican] GULF
FULGURATE PANOPLY* FALTER ~
ULUG [hateful, horrible] FLUTE A U
LAY: APPARENT YOU LEARN
ON (Dagon) ALLEGORY EARLY
(*Nexsus Magazine had an article about a secret “protective mechanism” against meteorites in Siberia near Tunguska )
A.U. = Astronomical Units

8: He will swallow up death in victory; and the LORD GOD will wipe away tears from off all faces; and rebuke of his people shall he take away from off all the earth: for the LORD has spoken it.
THIS IS THE 'BEING CAUGHT UP' OF THE FALSE RAPTURE…SWALLOW UP DEATH AND SPIT OUT THOSE LIVING DEAD WE CAN CALL MEN IN BLACK, THE REVENANT – RISEN DEAD, THOSE WITHOUT A SOUL BECAUSE IT HAS BEEN EATEN

Verse 9: His Salvation: "Salvation" is the name "Jesus" in Hebrew. JESUS/YSUS/ISUS/SIRIUS

10: For in this mountain shall the hand of the LORD rest, and Moab shall be trodden down under him, even as straw is trodden down for the dunghill. JESUS HAD A BLOODLINE TRACING TO A MOABITE – ONE OF THE MANY CONTRADICTIONS IN THE BIBLE. HE WAS ALSO technically A "BASTARD" AS WELL AS A MOABITE CROSS BRED. KEY HIDDEN WORDS IN HERE SAY ‘HAND’ WHICH MEANS THOSE FROM LEO & ‘DUNGHILL’ WHICH MEANS ‘PILE’, THE PLEIADES

Walter Reinhold Wartig Mattfeld y de la Torre, M. A. Ed. Deuteronomy 23:2-3, 6 RSV
"No bastard shall enter the assembly of the Lord; even to the tenth generation none of his descendants shall enter the assembly of the Lord.
NO AMMONITE or _MOABITE_ SHALL ENTER THE ASSEMBLY OF THE LORD _EVEN_ TO THE TENTH GENERATION NONE BELONGING TO THEM SHALL ENTER THE ASSEMBLY OF THE LORD _FOR EVER_
Jesus Christ, according to Deuteronomy 23:2-4 is _disqualified_ as being God’s anointed Messiah for the following reasons:
1. He has Moabite blood via Ruth (Ru 4:13-22), the great grandmother of king David.
2. He has Ammonite blood via Naamah (1 Ki 14:21,31) the wife of king Solomon and mother of king Rhoboam.
3. He is a descendant of Ben-ammi, A BASTARD who was conceived in an incestuous act between Lot and his younger daughter (via Naamah's Ammonite ancestry). Note: a bastard is a person born outside of holy wedlock or marriage. We are not informed Lot "married" his daughters.
4. He is a descendant of Moab, a BASTARD who was conceived in an incestuous act between Lot and his older daughter (via Ruth's Moabite ancestry).
All this is to say on the basis of the Holy Spirit inspiring Moses to pen Deuteronomy 23:2-4, neither David nor his descendants, including Jesus Christ, should have ever been allowed to be a part of the Holy Congregation much less be portrayed in the Bible as God-approved anointed Messiahs and leaders of the Holy Congregation
And, had Phineas been alive in the days of Boaz and Ruth as well as the days of Solomon and Naamah he probably would have slain them like he did Cosbi the Midianites daughter of Moab and her Israelite husband.

Isaiah 2:2,3 And it shall come to pass in the last days, that the mountain of the LORD’s house shall be established in the top of the mountains, and shall be exalted above the hills; and all nations shall flow unto it.
“HOUSE” MEANS ZODIAC STELLAR PLACE AND MOUNTAIN MEANS PLANETOID/ASTEROID

4 Trust in the LORD for ever: for in the LORD EyAh is everlasting strength:
EA (EyAh) IS ENKI – EA MEANS WATER AND IT MEANS LORD OF THE EARTH. Ey-AH pronounced ’EU-AH’ EY-MAH might sound like YHHH, BUT THIS TITLE SIMPLY MEANS "THE HEAD PILOT" AS IN THE CAPTAIN OF A SHIP. IT WAS ENLIL, LORD OF THE AIR WHO WAS YHHH (BOTH THE PLEIARENS AND THE ANUNNAKIM USED THIS TITLE

19 Your dead men shall live, together with my dead body shall they arise. Awake and sing, you that dwell in dust: for your dew is as the dew of herbs, and the earth shall cast out the dead.
THE DEW IS THE SAUCE. CERTAIN GREYS (THE REAL MEN IN BLACK) NEED ‘AXUNGE’ – ANIMAL GREASE TO SPREAD OVER THEIR SKIN TO FEED. THE REAL MEN IN BLACK ARE THE WALKING DEAD, CONTAINING THE LORD’S DNA AS WELL AS OTHERS. MAYBE THE LORD’S DNA IS THE MAGIC INGREDIENT TO KEEP THEM ALIVE

20. Come, my people, enter into your chambers, and shut your doors about you: hide yourself only for a little moment, until the indignation be past.
CHAMBERS HERE DOES NOT INDICATE UNDERGROUND BUNKERS BUT CAVES IN HIGH CLIFFS. A ‘LITTLE WHILE’ TO A LORD FOR WHOM FOR ONE DAY IS ONE THOUSAND YEARS…ALTHOUGH CAPPODECEA IN TURKEY DOES COME TO MIND…
For, behold, the LORD comes out of his place to punish those who dwell in the earth for their iniquity: the earth also shall disclose her blood, and shall no more cover her slain.

Isaiah Chapter Twenty Seven

Isaiah: 27 1. In that day the LORD, with his sore and great and strong sword, shall punish leviathan the piercing serpent, even leviathan that crooked serpent; and he shall slay the dragon that is in the sea.

SWORD IS OBSOLETE FOR ORION, IS ALSO WORDS ... IS IT "PUNISH SORELY" or WITH HIS DISEASE OF SORES?

LEVIATHON MEANS THE GIANT WATER USERS, COLLEAGUES OF THE ANUN.NAKIM, THERE ARE TWO DIFFERENT LEVIATHONS HERE. THE DRAGON WHICH IS IN THE SEA – THIS COULD REFER TO CETUS IN THE "SEA" CONSTELLATION, AKA TAU CETIANS

3 1 the LORD, do keep it; I will water it every moment: lest any hurt it, I will keep it night and day.

WATER DWELLERS DAGON/OANNES - ANUN.NAKIM

The contrast of the earlier scattering and ingathering with the second and more important visitation as noticed in Isaiah 9:1 ff is continued here.

IS THIS SECOND 'VISITATION' THE SECOND COMING?

Also see the note under 19:24, and the note under verses 12-13

Frances Rolleston left us a legacy of the "SECOND COMING"

10 75 Long awaited, he will not return again

Into Europe, in Asia will appear

One of the league [2. 5] issued from great Hermes

And above all other kings in the orient will surpass.

Hermes is also an asteroid, and 'messenger of the gods'

Jesus (see table here The Second Coming)

The King of Terror of 10 72?

Messenger of the Pleiaedian* gods who will surpass

Above the Cassiopeian (Aesirs) and those of Taurus

* by Zeus from Maia, ‘messenger’ is also Mercury

In the obsolete keys, orient = the east, is Taurus

(one of the ‘four’) which includes Aldebaran and ‘hides’ Algol

COMPARING THE FIRST COMING to the SECOND COMING

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Heavenly Emblems relating to the First Coming and Crucifixion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Psa 118:26 Cygnus, the swan, coming, going, and returning.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isa 53 Psa 22 Aquila, the pierced eagle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gen 3:15 Ophiucus, the conqueror of the serpent receiving the wound in the heel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isa 53 Victim, (Al Gedi, the kid [in Capricorn] or Capella in Auriga) in the hand of the Centaur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dan 9:26 Zech 13:6 Southern Cross, the cutting off of the second Adam. The crucifixion</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Six "Emblems" relating to the Second Coming – Nostradamus speaks...in Treaty IX: “The Unholy Six”***

| Hagg 2:7 Argo, (the oar see 2.5) Soheil, the coming of the desired, with his people |
| Isa 9:6 Sirius, the prince of dark men (of which one source is Oannes, Olm) the dog star |
| Psa 102:16 Isa 60:1 Isa 63:1 Orion, coming forth, as light (Of which one is Isis/Ysus/Sirius – |
| Isa 40:10,11 Eze 37:24 Auriga, the shepherd the chariot driver servant with kids (victims) in his arm |
| Psa 98:9 Isa 59:20 Perseus, breaker of bonds, Algol the Ghoul – the Red in the sea, gambler dice thrower |
| Psa 93:2 Cassiopeia, the enthroning – the saved princess made queen, freeing her hair |

So showing the two comings of Him, who in one person is David’s Lord and also his Son; and they accompany Orion, to whom they are always said to belong.

Note: are these the “repulsive six” in the Treaties?

This Table done by the late Frances Rolleston (Keswick) from “MAZZAROTH” & “MIZRAIM”

***THE ‘UNHOLY SIX’ COULD ALSO BE A REFERENCE TO THE ZETA RETICULI HERCULUS

ZETA MEANS ‘SIX’...& THE ‘FEUDING FOUR’ COULD MEAN THE SAME AS THEY COME FROM ZETA RETICULI 4
4 Fury is not in me: who would set the briers and thorns against me in battle? I would go through them, I would burn them together. 

THORN IS A KEY WORD FOR THOSE FROM CEPEHUS THE KING WHO HOLDS A BRANCH – THE SECOND COMING IN MAZZAROTH

8 In measure, when it shall works, you will debate with it: he stays his rough wind in the day of the east wind. 

EAST WIND MEANS IN TAURUS AND IS STATED BY BOTH LEONARDO DA VINCI AND NOSTRADAMUS

9 By this therefore shall the iniquity of Jacob be purged; and this is all the fruit to take away his sin; when he makes all the stones of the altar as chalkstones that are beaten apart, the groves and images shall not stand up. 

STONES OF THE ALTAR MEANS THE ASTEROID SHOWER FROM THE DIRECTION OF THE ALTAR UNDER SAGITTARIUS AND THAT “THERE SHALL BE LEFT NO STONE UN TURNED – NOT ONE STONE UPON ANOTHER” – MAKING THE EARTH AN ALTER

10 Yet the defended city shall be desolate, and the habitation forsaken, and left like a wilderness: there shall the calf feed, and there shall he lie down, and consume its branches. 

CALF AND BRANCHES ARE TWO FIGURES WHICH APPEAR WITH EN.KI IN MANY WALL RELIEFS. CALF BEING EARLY IN TAURUS (THE PLEIADES) AND BRANCH BEING IN VIRGO – FROM TAURUS TO VIRGO (?) BRANCHES ARE ALSO FAMILY

11 When its boughs are withered, they shall be broken off: the women come, and set them on fire: for it is a people of no understanding: therefore he that made them will not have mercy. 

THE PEOPLE HAVE NO UNDERSTANDING BECAUSE THIS KNOWLEDGE WAS KEPT FROM THEM. THEY REMAIN UNINITIATED – AND “HE THAT MADE THEM” CREATED ALSO THEIR GREED AND THEIR IGNORANCE. BOUGHS HERE MEANS DNA

13 And it shall happen in that day, that the great trumpet shall be blown, and they shall come who were ready to perish in the land of Assyria, and the outcasts in the land of Egypt, and shall worship the LORD in the holy mount at Jerusalem. 

THE GREAT TRUMPET HAS BEEN SOUNDING WORLD WIDE

Verse 12 and 13: In that day: The phrase ”in that day” means a period of time. 

QUITE SO – DAY TWO OF GENESIS IS WHEN THE ANUN.NAKIM CAME TO EARTH. THIS WAS WHEN THEY CREATED THE ATMOSPHERE. DAY 2: PHANEROZOIC; SPANS 545 MILLION YEARS

4 And the glorious beauty, which is on the top of the fruitful valley, shall be as a fading flower and as the early fruit before the summer; which, as though, he who looks at it and sees it eats it up as soon as it is in his hand. 

MOTHER EARTH

5 In that day the LORD of hosts shall be for a crown of glory, and for a diadem of beauty, to the residue of his people. 

CROWN MEANS IN OCTOBER. OCTOBER IS THE MONTH NOSTRADAMUS SAID IN HIS EPISTLE TO HENRI THAT THE ”GREAT TRUMPET HAS BEEN SOUNDING WORLD WIDE”

8 And for a spirit of judgment to him that sits in judgment, and for strength to them that turn the battle to the gate. 

THE GATE IS ALWAYS A TIME PORTAL

10 For precept must be upon precept, precept upon precept; line upon line, line upon line; here a little, and there a little: 

PRECEPT BEING “PERCEPT” TO SEE – TO SEE WHAT IS REALLY WRITTEN IN “THE WORD” IN THE “LINE”

29:13 Wherefore the Lord said, Forasmuch as this people draw near me with their mouth, and with their lips do honour me, but have removed their heart far from me, and their fear toward me is taught by the precept of men: 

IN THE BIBLE GOD SAYS TO ”FEAR HIM” – SO WHAT IS IT THAT THIS GOD REALLY WANTS? NO – BECAUSE THAT ”PRECEPT” “COMES FROM MEN” – THOSE WHO EDITED THE BIBLE...

11 And the word of the LORD was to them precept upon precept, precept upon precept; line upon line, line upon line; here a little, and there a little; that they might go, and fall backward, and be broken, and snared, and taken. 

SAVING THE WORD WAS GIVEN IN ORDER THAT THEY GO BACKWARD, & BE SNARED, AND TAKEN – FOR THE FALSE RAPTURE

15 Because you have said, We (gods) have made a covenant with death, and we are in agreement with Sheol; when the overflowing scourge shall pass through, it shall not come to us: for we have made lies our refuge, and under falsehood have we hid ourselves. 

Sheol translated as ”grave”, ”pit”, or ”abode of the dead”, is the Old Testament/Hebrew bible's underworld, a place of darkness to which all the dead go. 

HADES is where the time portals are

21 For the LORD shall rise up as in mount Perazim, he shall be full of wrath as in the valley of Gibeon, that he may do his work, his strange work; and bring to pass his service, his alien service. 

PERAZIM = A.M PRIZE, OR MA PRIZE. MA BEING IN OCTOBER. IT ALSO MEANS "RIP MAZE" MAZE BEING THE ORBITS. PRIME AZ, AS BEING THE GOD OF THE ’AETTIR’ WHO GAVE US THE RUNES WHICH IS LANGUAGE IN WRITING. WHY IS THE GOD OF
THE BIBLE ALWAYS "FULL OF WRATH", THAT IS, ANGRY? HE IS NOT A PEACEFUL AND LOVING GOD AT ALL. WHERE "LOVING" MEANS "CARING"

22 Now therefore do not be mockers, lest your bands be made strong: for I have heard a predetermined completion, from the Lord God of hosts, upon the whole earth.
BANDS BEING BONDS – TRANSLATES TO ANDROMEDA. COUNCIL - BAND ALSO MEANS THE MILKY WAY AND THE BRIDLE OF AURIGA AT THE 'FOOT OF TAURUS.' PRE-DETERMINED MEANING "PLANNED"

23. Give ear, and hear my voice; listen, and hear my speech.
EAR IS OBSOLETE FOR 'EAR OF CORN' WHICH MEANS IN VIRGO.

24 Does the ploughman plough all day to sow? does he open and break the clods of his ground?
The ploughman is Boôtes, in league with those of Virgo constellation (partnership of the gods), but plough is also the obsolete name for Ursa Major – which are the 'traders in men' and the cattle mutilators.

25 When he has made plain the face thereof, does he not cast abroad the fitches, and scatter the cumin, and cast in the principal wheat and the appointed barley and the rye in their place? FACE MEANS THE FIRST – OF ANYTHING. IN ASTRONOMY/ASTROLOGY IT IS THE FIRST TEN DAYS IN A MONTH, YET MEANS ALSO THE SECOND DECAN OF SCORPIO. YOU REAP WHAT YOU SOW. FITCHES ARE FENNEL – A DATA STORAGE PROGRAM

26 For his God does instruct him to discretion, and teaches him.
DISCRETION HERE MEANS TO BE INITIATED, WHICH ONLY MEANS TO 'KNOW' WHAT IS REALLY WHAT

27 For as the fitches are not threshed with a threshing instrument, nor is a cart wheel turned about upon the cumin; but fitches are beaten out with a staff, and cumin with a rod. Horses for courses is the first hint, and the wheel means the complete turn of the great cycle of precession. Cart means the first ten days in Capricorn.

Chapter 29

1. Woe to Ariel, to Ariel, the city where David dwelt: add year to year; let the festivals roll on.
THOSE FROM LEO WITH WHOM THE ANU HAVE ALLIED

2 Yet I will distress Ariel, and there shall be heaviness and sorrow: and it shall be to me as to Ariel.

3 And I will camp against you round about, and will lay siege against you with a palisade, and I will raise forts against you. CAMP ROUND ABOUT – ORBIT THE EARTH
THE LION MEANS THOSE FROM LEO (CHERTAN), THE SHAPESHIFTERS – INVOLVED IN THE FALSE RAPTURE WEARING RED HATS

However this chapter is a warning that the siege is coming and delivered before the fall of Samaria/Israel.
Samaria (Hebrew Šomron): residence of the kings of ancient Israel, and provincial capital in the As syrian, Babylonian, Achaemenid, and Seleucid empires west of the Jordan River.

4 And you shall be brought down, and shall speak out of the ground, and your speech shall be low out of the dust, and your voice shall be, as a psychic, out of the ground, and your speech shall whisper out of the dust. IS THIS REMOTE VIEWING OR USING AIRWAVES TO COMMUNICATE FROM UNDERGROUND BUNKERS?

5 Moreover the multitude of your aliens shall be like fine powder, and the multitude of terrorists shall be like wind borne chaff: yes, it shall happen suddenly in an instant.
ALCYONE HAS STOOD STILL IN THE MULTITUDE PLEIADES. THE FOUNDATION - MULTITUDE ALSO MEANS IN PISCES

Verse 5: the enemies will be disposed of suddenly: In fact in one night.

6 You shall be visited by the Lord of hosts with thunder, and with earthquake, and great noise, with storm and tempest, and a devouring flame of fire. CORONAL MASS EJECTION

Verse 6: Thunder earthquake etc.: FROM ORION - THOR
The frightening visitation visible and audible and filled those experiencing terror,—even those who were delivered by it.

7 And the multitude of all the nations that fight against and distress Ariel shall be like a night vision in a dream, even all that fight against her and her fortresses
MULTITUDE IS THE PLEIADES … ARIEL IS THE SHAPESHIFTER FROM LEO – RIGHT HAND MAN TO SIRIUS
THE NAME ARIEL (HEBREW, "LION OF GOD")

Verse 7: Multitude of nations:
There are other prophecies in which the gathering of nations to fight against Jerusalem is mentioned.
For instance Ezek 38 and 39.

10 For the LORD has poured out upon you the spirit of deep sleep, and has closed your eyes to the prophets, and your leaders the seers, he has covered. DEEP SLEEP MEANS IGNORANCE – NOTE – POURED UPON THIS LORD. PROPHETS ARE THOSE GIVEN MESSAGES BY A GOD AND SEE-ERS ARE THOSE WHO WENT IN A TIME PORTAL

11 And the vision of will come to you as the words of a book that is sealed, which men deliver to one that is learned, saying, Read this, I pray you: and he says, I cannot, for it is sealed: SEALED MEANING TO THE UNINITIATED. SO GET INITIATED, THIS GOD DOES NOT WANT US ALL TO REALIZE THAT WE ARE GODS TOO

12 And the book is delivered to him that is not learned, saying, Read this, I pray you: and he says, I am not learned. (UNINITIATED – TO THE HIDDEN WORDS WITHIN) THE WORD NOSTRADAMUS USES FOR THE UNINITIATED IS ‘LEPER’, WHO WEARS WHITE GLOVES. ONE OF CESAR’S VIGNETTES SHOWS EXACTLY THIS. A LEPER STANDING IN A BLACKENED LANDSCAPE

13 Wherefore the Lord said, Forasmuch as this people draw near me with their mouth, and with their lips do honour me, but have removed their heart far from me, and their fear toward me is taught by the precept of men:

Verse 13: Precept: This is further warning against rote learning of religious ritual and dead formalism See above in 29:10-13.

14 Therefore, behold, I will proceed to do a marvellous work among this people, even a marvellous work and a wonder: for the wisdom of their wise men shall perish, and the understanding of their prudent men shall be hid.

SHALL BE HID – FROM THEM, WHY? KNOWLEDGE IS LOST WHEN IT IS NOT WRITTEN IN STONE OR COPPER…

16 Surely your turning things upside down shall be likened to the potter’s clay: for shall the work say of him that made it, He made me not? or shall the thing framed say of him that framed it, he had no understanding.

HE WHO MOLDS A THING KNOWS FOR WHAT USE HE PUTS IT

20 For the terrible one is brought to naught, and the scorners is consumed, and all that watch for iniquity are cut off: CUT OFF FROM WHAT?

21 Those who make man an offender for a word, and lay a snare for him who rightly reproves in the gate, and turn aside the just for a thing of naught.

22 Therefore thus says the LORD, who redeemed Abra.ham, concerning the house of Jacob, Jacob shall not now be ashamed, neither shall his face now wax pale. [with fear] HOUSE MEANS A MANSION OF THE ZODIAC AND IT WAS JACOB WHO HAD THE TWELVE ZODIAC SONS SO JACOB IS EITHER THE SUN OR OPHICUS THE THIRTEENTH (A LUNAR ZODIAC)

23 But when he sees his children, the work of my hands, in the midst of him, they shall sanctify my name, and sanctify the Holy One of Jacob, and shall fear the God of Israel. BUT WHY BE SO AFRAID?

AND IS THIS GOD A DIFFERENT ONE FROM THE ONE HERE

2 That walk to go down into Egypt, and have not asked at my mouth; to strengthen themselves in the strength of Pharaoh, and to trust in the shadow of Egypt! PHARAOH MEANS ‘HOUSE OF’ AND EGYPT STEMS FROM KHEM WHICH MEANS ALCHEMYE OR “THE BLACKNESS”. TO TRUST IN THE BLACKNESS (THE SOURCE OF) OF THE HOUSES OF THE HEAVENS…

3 Therefore shall the strength of Pharaoh be your shame, and the trust in the shadow of Egypt your confusion

TRUSTING IN ALCHEMYE REQUIRES CLARITY AND INITIATION

6 The burden of the beasts of the south: into the land of trouble and anguish, from whence come the young and old lion, the viper and fiery flying serpent, they will carry their riches upon the shoulders of young asses, and their treasures upon the bunches of camels, to a people that shall not profit from them.

7 For the Egyptians shall help in vain, and to no purpose: therefore have I cried concerning this, their strength is to sit still.

THOSE OF EGYPT STAY OUT OF THE CONFLICT – NOSTRADAMUS ALSO SAID THERE IS STRENGTH IN STAYING STILL

Verse 7: “Their strength was to sit still” The word “strength” in Hebrew is Rahab which is a synonym for Egyptian pride and arrogance.

Isaiah’s use of ‘play on words’ is well illustrated See other places where Rahab refers to Egypt under Isa 51:9.

8. Now go, write it before them in a table[ ], and not in a book, that it may be for time to come for ever and ever:

DUE TO THE PENDING LOSS OF NOT ONLY ELECTRICITY WHEN THE MAIN SOLAR PULSES COME, BUT TO THE LACK OF PAPER AND ITS LACK OF DURABILITY

16 But you said, No; for we will flee upon horses; therefore shall you flee: and, We will ride upon the swift; therefore shall they that pursue you be swift.

NOSTRADAMUS STATED IN THE HIDDEN TEXTS “DO NOT RUN IN HASTE – WALK AWAY SLOWLY”

Those who followed Hezekiah’s and Isaiah’s instructions to “quietly wait” were delivered with a mighty hand.

23 Then shall he give the reign of your seed, that you shall sow the ground with it; and bread of the increase of the earth, and it shall be fat and plenteous: in that day shall your cattle feed in large pastures.

REIN MEANS AURIGA – THEN SHALL HE GIVE AURIGA YOUR SEED – HYBRID BREEDING. THE PUN IS IN “REIGN”. CATTLE CAN MEAN THE SAME AS “SHEEP” IN THAT THEY ARE KEPT FOR FOOD. CATTLE CAN MEAN IN TAURUS. THE LARGE PASTURES COULD MEAN THE LARGE ORBIT WHERE EARTH SITS OR IN PEGASUS CONSTELLATION THE FIELD – LARGE INDEED

24 The oxen likewise and the young asses that serve the ground shall eat clean provender, which has been winnowed with the shovel and with the fan. MAKING THE HUMANS THE SERVANTS OF THE KINE, MEANING THOSE FROM AURIGA AND THE OXEN FROM ALDEBARAN...IN TAURUS ARE TO BE THE MASTERS

25 And there shall be upon every high mountain and upon every high hill, rivers and streams of waters in the day of the great slaughter, when the towers fall. RIVERS MEANS THOSE FROM Eridanus and this means that the waters will cover the mountains in two ways: THAT THE SLAUGHTER WILL BE CAUSED BY DROWNING AND BY ENKI. THE TOWERS ARE PLANETOIDS

26 Moreover the light of the moon shall be as the light of the sun, and the light of the sun shall be sevenfold, as the light of seven days, in the day that the LORD binds up the breach of his people, and heals the stroke of their wound.

THIS IS SAYING THAT THE MOON WE END UP WITH WILL BE LIKE A SUN (THE OLD MOON WAS LEFT IN OPPOSITION, BUT ON THE SAME NEW ORBIT) THE LIGHT OF OUR OLD SUN WILL BE EXPANDED DUE TO ITS NEBULOUS CONDITION – YET STILL BE ECLIPSED BY MERCURY SO FAR AWAY. WE WILL HAVE “TWO SUNS”, ONE OF WHICH IS A GAS GIANT SUCH AS SATURN

27. Behold, the name of the LORD comes from far, burning with his anger, and the burden of it is heavy: his lips are full of indignation, and his tongue as a devouring fire: HE IS FROM ORION OR HE IS ON NIBIRU WHICH HAS “COME FROM AFAR”. A KEY WORD FOR AQUARIUS IS “AFAR”. Eridanus Has Its Headwaters In AQUARIUS. HIS LIPS ARE POUTING, HE SULKS AND IS ANGRY (WHY?) AND HIS TONGUE IS A CORONAL MASS EJECTION OR A LASER RAY.

28 And his breath, as an overflowing stream, shall reach to the midst of the neck, to sift the nations with the sieve of vanity: and there shall be a bride in the jaws of the people, causing them to err.


29 You shall have a song, as in the night when a holy solemnity is kept; and gladness of heart, as when one goes with a pipe to come into the mountain of the LORD, to the mighty One of Israel.

PIPE IS A DATE - MARCH 18 – APRIL 14

30 And the LORD shall cause his glorious voice to be heard, and shall show the coming down of his arm, with the indignation of his anger, and with the flame of a devouring fire, with scattering, and tempest, and hailstones.

ARM IS OBSCURE FOR CEPHUS THE KING. REPTILIANS? THE LORD HAS SAID IN MANY PLACES IN THE BIBLE THAT HE WILL “COME WITH A SHOUT”. WITH HIS ANGER (AGAIN) ALONG WITH A SOLAR PULSE, GREAT WINDS AND STORMS

31 For through the voice of the LORD shall the Assyrian be beaten down, who struck with a rod.

EITHER THE LORD STRUCK WITH HIS ROD (HE ROD, A GREY) THE VOICE BEING VOICE ACTIVATION – OR THE AS-SYRIAN USES THE HE ROD

Verse 31: The Voice of YHWH/En.lil is to Strike: The LXX (Septuagint) says here “the voice of the Lord will bring the Assyrians low by the plague with which he will beat them”

Isaiah 31

1. Woe to them that go down to Egypt for help; and hope in horses, and trust in chariots

HORSES HERE MIGHT BE THOSE OF PEGASUS, CHARIOTS ARE THE AURIGANS HOWEVER – REAL HORSES REQUIRE GRASS – AND THERE WILL BE SCANT GRASSES ONCE A SUPEROVOLCANO LETS GO

THE HORSE MONTHS ARE FROM SEPTEMBER 30 – DECEMBER 22, THERE ARE “HORSE” YEARS TOO, FROM 2014, 2026
4 For thus has the LORD spoken to me, as the lion and the young lion roaring on his prey, when a multitude of shepherds are called forth against him, he will not be afraid of their voice, nor abase himself for the noise of them: so shall the LORD of hosts come down to fight for mount Zion and its hill. HIS PREY: ARE THOSE WHO THINK THE RAPTURE IS ‘TO BE TAKEN AWAY TO SAFETY’. THE SHEPHERDS ARE THOSE FROM URSA MAJOR THE “SHEEPFOLD” AND YESUS/ISUS/SIRIUS because they are many; and in horsemen, because they are very strong.

IN HORSE is a date October/November/December
HORSE. MEN WOULD BE THOSE FROM SAGITTARIUS – DRACO OR THOSE FROM PEGASUS

5 As birds flying, so will the LORD of hosts defend Jerusalem; in defending he will also deliver it; and in passing over he will preserve it. BIRDS FLYING ARE THE SERAPHIM THE FIERY ONES. THE PASS-OVER BEING NIBIRU SOLAR SYSTEM AT ITS CLOSEST ON ITS PASSAGE

Verse 5: Pass over: ἐκοίμησα [pasoach] from "Pesach" meaning "The Passover" not the ordinary word for "passing over" which is ἐκάθισεν [x-ort]. "A-ort" is used in verse 9 as "pass over" to describe the Assyrian retreat and return to their own land. The word ἐκάθισεν "pesach" confers the same action by God that was carried out with the Israelites during the 10th plague of Egypt when the plague struck the Egyptians but the same plague which visited the whole area "passed over" the Hebrews.

7 For in that day every man shall cast away his idols of silver, and his idols of gold, which your own hands have made to you for a sin. GOLD AND THE SILVER – HOLLOW IDOLS THEY BE, ARE MONEY. HANDS IS OBSOLETE FOR BETELGEUSE

8 Then shall the Assyrian fall with the sword, not of a mighty man; and the sword, not of a mean man, shall devour him: but he shall flee from the sword, and his young men shall be enslaved. THE SWORD IS ORION, THE ‘MIGHTY MAN’ ARE THOSE FROM HERCULES OR ZETA RETICULI HERCULIS OR EVEN HERCULOBIS/NIBIRU. MEAN MAN – A GRAYLE?

9 And he shall pass over to his strong hold for fear, and his princes shall be afraid of the ensign, says the LORD, whose fire is in Zion, and its furnace in Jerusalem. PRINCES ARE FROM SIRIUS

Verse 9: Afraid of the ensign: The banner or ensign is a visible sign held aloft to which a force can rally. THE BANNER OR BAND IS THE MILKY WAY, IN WHICH SITS A MOBIUS TWIST (CONTAINING ONLY ONE BOUNDARY) SAYS NOSTRADAMUS – SO TO BE AFRAID OF THE MILKY WAY POINTS TO SOMETHING REALLY BIG

1. Behold, a king shall reign in righteousness, and princes shall rule in judgment.
KING MEANS CEPHEUS (REPTILIANS). PRINCE MEANS THE DARK ONES FROM SIRIUS

2 And a man shall be as a hiding place from the wind, and a covert from the tempest; as rivers of water in a dry place, as the shadow of a mighty rock within a weary land. MAN IS THE OBSOLETE WORD FOR ORION, HIDING THE TEMPEST. RIVERS OF WATER ARE THOSE FROM ERIDANUS/ANU WHICH FLOW TO THE FEET OF ORION

Verse 2: a covert...a hiding place:

6 For the vile person will speak villainy, and his heart will work iniquity, to practice hypocrisy, and to utter error against the LORD, to make empty the soul of the hungry, and he will cause the drink of the thirsty to fail.

TO LITTER ERROR AGAINST THE LORD: THE DOUBLE CROSS OF TREATY 9. THE REASON FOR THE CANNIBALISM OF HUMANS IS TO EAT THE SOUL

7 The instruments also of the selfish are evil: he proposes wicked plans to destroy the poor with lying words, even when the needy speaks right.
BIG PHARMA, THE SHADOW GOVERNMENT – GRAYLES FROM URSA MAJOR & OBAMA

8 But the generous man proposes noble things; and by generous things shall he stand. NOBLE MEANS IN OCTOBER. THE GENEROUS MAN (ORION) IS PROPOSING THE MOVE OF THE EARTH

9. Rise up, you women that are at ease; hear my voice, you careless daughters; give ear to my speech. EAR IS IN VIRGO. SPEECH IS VOICE ACTIVATION – IT IS ORION WHO SHOUTS “I AM”

10 Within a year and a few days you shall be troubled, you careless women: for the vintage shall fail, the gathering shall not come.

VINE MEANS IN VIRGO – WHICH IS MISSING ALTOGETHER IN THE VIGNETTES OF CESAR DE NOSTREDAME. THE ‘GATHERING’ SHALL NOT HAPPEN DUE TO THE ENSUING MONTH OF OCTOBER AND THE GREAT TRANSLATION

13 Upon the land of my people shall come up thorns and briers; yes, upon all the houses of joy in the joyous city:
THORNS ARE THOSE FROM CEPHEUS – REPTILIANS

14 Because the palaces shall be abandoned; the crowds of the city shall be forsaken; the forts and towers shall be for dens for ever, a joy of wild asses, a pasture of flocks;
Verses 10-14: This ends the description of the despair and chaos accompanying the siege and what follows is the result of the miraculous victory due to the intervention of YHWH/EyAh/Ea

15 Until the spirit be poured upon us from on high, and the wilderness be a fruitful field, and the fruitful field be counted for a forest. THE NEW EARTH – NEW AIR … FIELD IS PEGASUS

16 Then judgment shall dwell in the wilderness, and righteousness remain in the fruitful field. FIELD IS PEGASUS YOU WILL BE JUDGED BY WHAT YOU DO – NOT WHAT YOU SAY

17 And the work of righteousness shall be peace; and the effect of righteousness quietness and assurance for ever.

A GOLDEN AGE

20 Blessed are you that sow beside all waters, that send forth there the feet of the ox and the ass


2 O LORD, be gracious to us; we have waited for you: be their arm every morning, and also our salvation in the time of trouble.

ALSO OF NOSTRADAMUS, THIS IS A PRAYER

Verse 2: we have waited: The advice of Isaiah and Hezekiah was to be calm and wait

Verse 2: we have waited: The advice of Isaiah and Hezekiah was to be calm and wait

3 At the noise of the tumult the people fled; at the lifting up of yourself the nations were scattered.

LIFTING UP OF EARTH – ASCENSION OF YOURSELF BEING CAUGHT UP

4 And your spoil shall be gathered like the gathering of the caterpillar; as the running to and fro of locusts shall he run upon them. CATERPILLAR – EVOLVING

DRAGONRY DORY IS PALER IPHIS [caterpillar] LARGE IDEALS DIALYZE [to take blood] IS DANGER 68:1


5 The riches of salvation, wisdom and knowledge shall be the stability of your times, This treasure is in the fear of the LORD.

TREASURE – FROM THE S AURUS – TREASURE IN WORDS OR THE ‘LOST TREASURE’ OF THE STAGE GATE PORTAL

6 Behold, their lions shall cry without: the messengers of peace shall weep bitterly. THE DOVE OF THE PLEIADES IS THE MESSENGER OF PEACE. THE LIONS are COMING FROM ‘WITHOUT’ – OUTER SPACE - FOR THE FALSE RAPTURE

12 And the people shall be as the burnings of lime: as thorns cut up shall they be burned in the fire.

THE FIRE OF THE GRAND PULSE OR THE SLAYER RAY

13. Hear, you that are far off, what I have done; and, you that are near, acknowledge my might.

THESE ARE THE WORDS OF THE EGOTIST ORION

14 The sinners in Zion are afraid; fearfulness has surprised the hypocrites. Who among us shall dwell with the devouring fire? who among us shall dwell with everlasting burnings

NONE – THE EARTH IS BEING MOVED AWAY

17 Your eyes shall see the king in his beauty: they shall behold the land that is very far off.

CEPHUS IS THE KING. THE LAND FAR OFF COULD BE OUTER PLANETS

18 Your heart shall meditate terror. Where is the scribe? where is the receiver? where is he that counted the towers?

SCRIBE …THE MEDIA. THE RECEIVER …THE INTERESTED WATCHER OF THE NEWS. HE THAT COUNTED … NASA?

THE PROPHET – WHO HAS BEEN THROUGH THE TIME GATE

21 But there, the glorious LORD will be to us a place of broad rivers and streams; where no galley with oars shall go neither shall gallant ship pass there.

OARS REFERS TO THOSE OF ARGO AND SHIP REFERS TO THE EARTH. BROAD RIVERS AND STREAMS = ERIDANUS WHICH TRAVERSES THE MILKY WAY FROM AQUARIUS TO THE FOOT OF ORION AND THE STREAMS ARE THE ORBITS

23 Your tackling are loosed; they could not well strengthen their mast, they could not spread the sail: then is the prey of a great spoil divided; the lame take the prey. REFERENCES TO STELLAR SAILING SHIPS ARE TO ARGO. ARGO ‘WHO COMES’
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Isa 9:6</th>
<th>Sirius, the prince of dark men (of which one source is Oannes, Olm) the dog star</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Psa 102:16</td>
<td>Orion, coming forth, as light (Of which one is Isis/Ysus/Sirius –</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isa 60:1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isa 63:1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isa 40:10,11</td>
<td>Auriga, the shepherd the chariot driver servant with kids (victims) in his arm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eze 37:24</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psa 98:9</td>
<td>Perseus, breaker of bonds, Algol the Ghoul – the Red in the sea, gambler dice thrower</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isa 59:20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psa 93:2</td>
<td>Cassiopeia, the enthroning – the saved princess made queen, freeing her hair‡</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

So showing the two incomings of Him, who in one person is David's Lord and also his Son; and they accompany Orion, to whom they are always said to belong.

Note: are these the “repulsive six” in the Treaties?

Miss FRANCES ROLLESTON – THE MAZZAROTH/MIZRAIM

At that time, Isaiah prophesied, confusion shall reign and people will ask each other; "Who shall be given the understanding" of the message which was somehow been altered to hide its meaning:

For precept is upon precept, precept is within precept; Line is upon line, line is with line - A little here, somewhat there; For with a confused language and in a strange tongue will He address his people.

"....What language could be confused, or its written signs given a strange meaning, by changing the "order" and a "line" here and there?

"What emerges from that Mesopotamian tablet regarding the secret numbers of the gods may well have the key to finally solving the mystery of "666" by looking at it as a Sumerian-based encoding:

600 = The Anunnaki, "Those Who From Heaven to Earth Came"
60 = Anu, their supreme ruler
6 = Adad, one of the gods who teaches initiates

666 = "Here is Wisdom," "Counted by him who has Understanding"

"....While attention has been focused on the meaning of "666," we find in the cryptic verse in Revelation a statement of utmost significance. The secret code, it states, is what Wisdom is all about, and it can be deciphered only by those who have Understanding.

"At the beginning of the eighth thousand of years there will be a time of Not-Counting, [a time] with neither years nor months nor weeks, nor days nor hours" (2 Enoch 33:1-2).

WHEN EARTH WAS – WILL NOT BE - IN A FIXED ORBIT